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Genesis - Set Dresser(a senior thesis)

Before image of bedroom

Shelving unit from floor to ceiling  in one 
of the bedrooms with sci fi props sitting on 
each shelf

Boy’s sci fi bedroom with a desk, tool 
board, posters, light fixtures, and corner 
of hammock

Left wall of bedroom containing weathered posters, 
shelving, and sci fi props 
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Genesis - Set Dresser(a senior thesis)

Hallway with painted doors, side table
 with lamp, runner, and piping in the 
ceiling 

Before image of kitchen

Makeshift sand sampler, paper towel dispenser, 
countertop with sci fi props, cabinet, and window

Progress image of me working on the kitchen

Before image of the hallway
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Roots - Production Designer

Wide shot of the whole campsite (60’s inspired) 

Interior of the tent filled with books, board 
games, and blankets

Tire swing, and pots and pans on a makeshift wooden shelf

Progress shot; me working on props on set Shot of officer interacting with hanging pots 
and pans on campsite; clothesline in back
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Roots - Production Designer

BTS shot of young boy in front of his tent with the 
clothesline and firewood in the back

Boy coming back to the campsite in the future; 
campsite is trashed

The young actor in his makeshift 
kitchen surrounded by pots and pans; 
is putting on his jacket from clothesline 

Cameraman inside a blue tent filled with blankets, 
books, and makeshift leaf decorations

BTS shot of young  boy cooking eggs in frying 
pan over staged fire
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No Shame - Production Designer and Set Dresser

Durexo’s cereal box prop 

Exterior shot of a baby shower, piñata being hit revealing red 
condoms and pink confetti

Cupcakes and presents on a table; blue 
and pink decorations for the baby shower

Link to the commercial

http://vimeo.com/323442506 
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Nominated for the 2020 College Television Awards.

http://vimeo.com/323442506


Russian Neo Gothic Dining Room - Hand Drafting
Wall B drawn in 
⅓”=1’ scale on 
11”x17” vellum 
paper; 
illustrates four 
arches, section 
views, dining 
room furniture, 
five pillars, and a 
monk for size 
reference

Wall C drawn in 
⅓”=1’ scale on 
11”x17” vellum 
paper; 
illustrates 
double doors, 
dining room 
furniture, 
section views, 
and a monk for 
size reference 

Wall D drawn in 
⅓”=1’ scale on 
11”x17” vellum 
paper; 
illustrates eight 
windows, dining 
room furniture, 
section views, 
and a monk for 
size reference

Wall A drawn in 
⅓”=1’ scale on 
11”x17” vellum 
paper; 
illustrated 
double doors, 
dining room 
furniture, 
section views, 
and a monk for 
size reference
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Ground Plan Drawing of Russian Neo Gothic Dining Room drawn in ⅓” = 1’ scale on 11x17 vellum 
paper 

Russian Neo Gothic Dining Room - Hand Drafting

Window Detail drawing of Russian Neo 
Gothic Dining Room  drawn in 1”=1’ 
scale on 11x17 vellum  paper
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Twiggy - Drawing

11”x 14” Colored pencil drawing on watercolor paper. The first two 
images are progress photos. The rightmost image includes slicked 
back hair, big metallic and spherical earrings, and top of a pink button 
up collar dress. The figure is seen from the shoulders up.
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Talkin’ Turkeys - Oil Painting

16”x 20” Oil on canvas. Two 
turkeys are standing in front of 
a wire fence. The heads of the 
turkeys are painted with 
vibrant colors, while the 
background and feathers of the 
turkey are painted in brown 
tones.

The painting won a Gold Medal 
at the Houston Livestock Show 
and Rodeo. 
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In the Wild - Pen and Ink

18”x 24” Pen and ink drawing. 
The drawing consists of images 
such as continents, thumb 
prints, dinosaurs, figures, logos, 
architecture, etc.

This drawing placed as a finalist 
in the SCAD 2019 Foundation 
Studies Portfolio Competition. 
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Prospector Mask - Plaster

7.5”x 6”x2” Plaster prospector mask based on one 
of the characters in The Ballad of Buster Scruggs. The 
mask is painted in a skin tone and has dirt around 
the edges to reflect the work and grim of a 
prospector. The mask also includes gold specs 
around the border, and wire eyebrows. 
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Old Radios - 3D Modeling

3D models created using Rhino. 
The models have been digitally 
rendered. The top section of the 
image consist of four old radios 
(from left to right: sky blue, pale 
yellow, red, and  pale pink) from 
all different angles. The bottom 
two sections consist of digitally 
modeled and rendered sun 
chairs from different angles 
(from left to right: cool grey, 
rose gold, and dark grey). 
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